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We all have to eat out every once in a while. The power goes out and our fridge melts down.
We're stuck late at work. There's a special occasion. Whatever the reason, here's how to make
healthy choices that are delicious as well.This book takes you step by step through the process.
First, you consider generic types of restaurant. An "Italian" restaurant. A "Mexican" restaurant.
What type of food do they tend to serve? What are your options going to be? What are some
important things to do when you first sit down?Then the book goes into more detail. It tackles
specific restaurants in both the take-out and sit-down variety. McDonald's. Subway. Olive
Garden. TGI Friday's. There's a wide selection of options to give you an idea of substitutions.
That way even if you're at your own home-grown variety of one of them, you get ideas for what
you could try.If the restaurant you're interested in isn't covered by the book - contact me! I'm
happy to provide personalized support and help you sort out the menu. As this book grows, you'll
automatically get free updates with the latest content.Eating healthy isn't about suffering with a
boring salad. There are all sorts of delicious options out there! You just need to know what to
look for and how to order. This book steps you through that process.In addition to the recipes, all
of my low carb books provide appendices which explain how to successfully manage a low carb
diet.Let me know if you have any questions or suggestions! I frequently update all my low carb
books based on your recommendations.

About the AuthorHope Comerford is the blogger behind A Busy Mom’s Slow Cooker Adventures
and is the author of The Gluten-Free Slow Cooker and editor or author of several Fix-It and
Forget-It books including Fix-It and Forget-It Instant Pot Cookbook, and Fix-It and Forget-It
Instant Pot Light & Healthy Cookbook, as well as the Welcome Home Cookbook series. She is
passionate about preparing great meals for her family and writing easy, delicious recipes. She
lives in Clinton Township, Michigan.
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LowCarb.BellaOnline.comFor more great recipes for healthy eating!Dedication –To Bob, who
supports me in all my dreams.IntroductionYou get educated by traveling-- Solange
KnowlesWhether you’re traveling a long distance or just eating at a local diner, eating away from
home can be stressful. If you’re aiming to eat in a healthy manner, it can seem sometimes like
restaurants are conspiring to make you gain weight. They often advertise food that looks
delicious, but is loaded with trans-fats, sugars, chemicals, and additives.It’s important to
remember that their aim is to make money, and that, unfortunately, this is the way many people
eat. You have to do your part to find the choices which provide good health and
nutrition.Restaurants typically will strive to find the cheapest way possible to prepare and source
their foods. This gives them the maximum profit. The more that we consumers speak with our
wallets, and select items that are healthy, the more that restaurants will provide those items for
us. They don’t want to lose our business!This book contains reviews both of generic restaurant
styles and of specific restaurant chains. Even if you don’t have a certain chain in your area, read
through the description – often the tactics used at one restaurant can apply to other similar
ones.It would be impossible for me to visit every single unique restaurant in the entire world. So
I’ve done my best to cover the main categories of restaurant, and then to visit the main chains.
I’m always willing to provide personal help and suggestions. Be sure to let me know what styles
of food you enjoy that I haven’t covered, so I can add those in! If it’s a unique place just in your
area, if the menu’s online I’d be happy to take a look and offer some advice.There is an appendix
in the back with tips that can work with any dining experience you have, in or out.Generic
RestaurantsWe’ll start with the generic styles of restaurants that are commonly found. That way,
no matter where you are, you’ll have a basic idea of how to handle your options.Later in the book
we’ll go into the most popular named restaurants, with specific ideas for handling those
menus.Chinese RestaurantJust about every town has a Chinese restaurant or two, with a wide
variety of menu items available. How can you eat Chinese food and stay on a low carb or Atkins
diet?For soups, I've always loved egg drop soup. This can be pretty much perfect if it doesn't
have cornstarch in it as a thickener. Without cornstarch it's 0g to 1g; with cornstarch it's 4g per
bowl.Many Chinese restaurants have appetizers of chicken wings, beef skewers, and chicken
skewers. Any of these choices would be perfect for low carb eating. Avoid any of the sauces and
breaded items. Unfortunately for me, my favorite dough-coated dumplings are just not
appropriate. Still, those chicken wings are mighty tasty.Luckily, most Chinese restaurants have a
fairly substantial menu for their main dishes. First, steer away from the sauces. Just about any
sauce you see will have sugar in it for sweetness or cornstarch as a thickener. Both are
unhealthy. Next, avoid the noodle dishes and rice. Those supply unnecessary starches. Instead,



go for the fresh, stir-fried vegetable and chicken offerings. These are often done with little to no
sauce. If you're in a stage where you want to maximize your weight loss you can always leave
behind most of any high-carb veggies in the mix. Here are carb counts of commonly used
veggies in Chinese cooking, in about the amount you tend to get. Those to avoid most are up on
top.corn: 28.7g / eachwater chestnuts: 7.4g / ozcarrot: 7.3g / eachbroccoli: 4.3g / .5 cupstring
beans: 3g / .5 cupmushrooms: 1.6g / 10bamboo shoots: 1g / .24 cupI know that white rice might
look really yummy. However, it is 50g for a cup of rice. Hardly worth the carb count! For dessert,
you can treat yourself to the pineapple pieces if you can afford 5g for 1/4 cup of pineapple. This
might be hard for those on induction, but if you're on regular maintenance this could be the
perfect ending to a dinner out.Greek RestaurantGreek foods can be perfect for low carb dieting.
Much of Greek food is fresh, and they do enjoy their meat and veggies! Here are some
suggestions for eating at a Greek restaurant if you're looking for healthy options.The first
suggestion is always kabobs. Greek culture is known for its lamb kabobs - also known as
souvaki - but you can get kabobs in many other flavors. Often a kabob will have green pepper on
the skewer as well. The meat is often flavored with oregano, garlic, olive oil. These are quite
healthy for you! Definitely go for some kabobs from your Greek menu.Olives and cheese are
both staples of a Greek diet. Both are very good for you and are deliciously low carb! Start with
an appetizer of olives and cheese, and get your meal going in style. Enjoy some red wine to help
with your HDL levels and get those antioxidants into your system.Greek Salads are known the
world over. It's well worth it to incorporate at least one salad a day into your diet! Greek salads
are the perfect way to do that. Speaking of salads, also look intoMelitzanosalata which is a type
of eggplant salad.For dessert, go for a cheese plate. The Greeks make some awesome cheeses
and in many cultures this is the perfect, healthy ending to any meal. Pour a nice glass of wine,
sample the cheeses, and enjoy the flavors!Indian RestaurantOne of my favorite ways to eat out
is at an Indian restaurant - but I have to admit this is rather challenging to do if you're on a low
carb or Atkins diet.
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